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INTRODUCTION

SUMMARY
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course of ails work, namely from room temperature to 2350F.

Weldin* <*>« columbium-one percent zirconium alloy has been developed to the stage where 
many thousands of welds have been performed tn a routine manner with insignificant rejections.

Proven mineral resources show that columbium is the moot abundant of the refractory metals 
and extraction capacity is adequate to meet foreseeable requirements. Approximately four 
tone of columbium-one percent zirconium alloy have been melted, forged, drawn and rolled 
to produce various mill forms and relatively large die impression forgings. It has been dem* 

s^S^y ^r^J'^stinZirCt'^dr7dallOyi^ile*dlIy "neMtole *° fnellU»g- prt-

^"k*1 Hsyikdi^a^Pry base high temperature alloys and is 
lamination during hoc working. <fovelcpad pt^H-n! the affoy ******** con

Cold fabricability has proven to be outstanding. Reductions up to 90 percent are achieved dur
ing cold rolling of sheet with no intermediate stress relief or annealing treatment Tifoe draw
ing reductions up to 50 percent are normal with no intermediate annealing Over all the cold 
workability of this alloy is superior to that of the stainless steels. There has been no problem 
of embrittlement over the hill range of working temperatures which has been used durins the

A comprehensive metallurgical and engineering evaluation of the columbium - one percent zir
conium alloy conducted by Pratt fc Whitney Aircraft. CANEL. < ver the past 18 months, neces
sitated the melting, fabrication, and joining of relatively large quantities of material for spe
cific test purposes. During the course of this program, considerable work was accomplished 
in the development and improvement of techniques for consolidation, working and joining of 
this new alloy. This report is intended to summarize briefly the major supporting data which 
domotiatratc the produc ability of the alloy for engiring structural appjications The repott 
is therefore confined to a brief review of ore resources, extraction and melting capacities 
and major achievements in melting, hot and cold working, fabrication, and joining of the alloy.
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COLUMBIUM RESOURCES
»

EXTRACTION
I

3

Malaya. laurge pyrochlore deposits occur in Nigeria. Uganda. Tanganyika. Kenya. Northern 
Rhodesia. Nyaauland. Brazil. Canada. Norway, and the United States. Commercial develop-

Other deposits are

-
—

Columbium has experienced a rapid transition from a scarce metal under strict Government 
control in 1952 to ooe of relative abundance in 1958. This has been due to intensive ore ex
ploration and the discovery of large ore bodies in various parts of the world. Fig 1 compares 
the known free world ore resources in terms of contained metal for the most promising re
fractory metals, tungsten, tantalum, vanadium, molybdenum, and columbium. A total of sev
en million tons of contained metal have been estimated for columbium whereas less than three 
million tons have been proven in the case of molybdenum. From the standpoint of known ore 
resources, columbium is the most abundant of the refractory metals.

Present extr action capacity in the United States is capable of an annual production rate of 175. OOO 
pounds of pellet or powder metal suitable for consolidation to massive form by melting or pow
der pressing and statering. A survey of the major producers baa indicated that, with only minor 
capital costs, this rate could be increased to approximately 800, 000 pounds. Assuming a con
servative conversion yield, this is equivalent to 400. 000 pounds of mill product.

Ore concentrates are prepared by conventional gravity methods, utilizing sluice boxes, jigs, 
and tables followed sometimes by magnetic and electrostatic separation. Tantalum is sep
arated by liquid-liquid extraction, fractional crystallization. fractiooal distillation, or ion ex
change. Reduction of columbium metal from ore concentrates is accomplished by several meth
ods . Carbor. reduction of the oxide is widely used and. in addition, reduction of the chloride by 
magnesium, sodium or calcium to feasible. There are several proprietary methods which axe 
said to be capable of producing very high purity metal.

The most important ores of columbium at the present time are the columbites (FeMn> CbjO5 
which generally occur with tantalite (FeMn) TajOj. A more abundant mineral resource occurs 
in the form of pyrochlore which is essentially a calcium cohimbatc. This mineral has a much 
higher columbium - tantalum ratio than the columbite ores.
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At the time the Pratt ft Whitney Aircraft program was undertaken, early in l9“‘ 
work had been done in the arc melting of columbium or its alloys. Several laboratories had 

o^d^inv noncousumable melt, of pure" metal or alloys in the form of "pancake" melts 
of several hundred grains weight for evaluation. Reports from the few laboratories that had 
attempted the arc melting of ingot, of two or three meh diametei by the "consumable proc
ess w£e discouraging. Generally. these ingots were quite hard, owing to

beam melting^7ich. because V^lS^’
orocesawas’detetoped ^ich *tS «HM«ge of the purif carton achieved by electron beam melt
tag of relatively tap^re starting material as an initial netting step. Subsequent remelting by 
thf conventional vacuum arc process was then used to produce larger diameter ingots as re
quired for fabrication of large forgings.

Du rm ’ the oast eighteen months, a total of roughly 75XX) pounds of columbium-one percent zir
conium ingoThas teen melted by’ this "duplex" melttag process. In addition. Wroximately 
in (MX) of oure columbium and columbium alloys other than the one percent zirconium
alloy h.^been atailarly melted to ingot. Fig 2 summarizes ingot production

_ .an ir inn al 43 370 nounds currently in process. The ingot sizes, as shown in Fig 2.
£a^ r«4dbetween 3*0 and8.0 !Inches. In addition, a 12.0 tach diameter ingot has been melt
ed and applied successfully to large die impression forgings. Melting now in progress include 
ingot ita* to 15 inches diameter; Fig 3 shows two 8 tach ingots after cropping and turning.

Meltine yields or the ratio of "cleaned-up" weight to "as-cast" weight is in the order of 85 per
cent The 15 percent looses include "cropping" the top and bottom of the Ingots and 
ing the surface to provide a clean, sound piece for subsequent hot reduction. This yield is> in 
accord with yields obtained in the melting of titanium, zirconium, and the commercial nickel 
base alloys.
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meltimr canacitv in the United States includes the titanium and zirconium melting facilities 
*ialtv steel iod nickel base alloy melters. Facilities for arc melting have 
been LncreaslnZ « a very rapid rate over the past five years. The titanium industry alone pos- 
. s ,n arc meltinr capacity of 40.000 tons per year. The combined facilities of the special
ty steel and nickel alloy producers greatly exceeds this figure. Power capacity is available for 
melting ingots up to 20 inches in diameter.

ftltare* p^lXLt^^LIZity for production melting of high purity columbium-one

percent zirconium alloy is fully capable of meeting foreseeable needs .
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INGOT 3.O-8.O DI A 7494 -85 3.0-15.0 43370

FORGED BILLET 9007 99 UP TO 3.0 4100

EXTRUSION 2.0 OD X 1.5 ID 705 90 2.0 OD 390

SHEET & PLATE 0.03-1.0 THICK 1051 90 UP TO 1.0 2825

I TUBING a PIPE 954 69 1200
i

320001052 71
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0.5-30 DI A 
1X6 SHEET BAR

SIZE. 
INCHES

UP TO 
37.0 DIA

UP TO
5.25 OD
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COLUMBIUM-1.0% ZIRCONIUM ALLOY 
MILL PRODUCT PROCUREMENT SUMMARY

IN PROCESS 
OR ON ORDER

DIE IMPRESSION 12.0 MAX DIA 
FORGI NGS 80 LB MAX WT

WEIGHT. YIELD. 
LB

0.19- I.I I D 
0.008-0.11 WALL
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VACUUM ARC MELTED INGOTS
COLUMBIUM- 1.0% Zl RCONIUM ALLOY 8 INCH DIAMETER
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589 POUNDS 539 POUNDS
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PRIMARY WORKING
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SECONDARY WORKING
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of the production work,, 

obviate the necessity for heating 
decreasing equipment costs i J . 
practices.

An extensive background of practical ^Trcomum aUoy? Fig 2 —ludcs a >*-
^^oS^uc't.'S o7;^“

^o%^.^u^£^»r.r.^ — 1^

shop furnaces. It was found that g _.arn4Siv 18OOF to 24O0F. A temperature range of 21 OOF 
^‘“^rX'r’^e^r,^. bnd Preu

Fix 5 compares results ol single blow bothsmmer“V.t2£ent”lrco!dm£ alloy, '’u'ls ob- 
M.’ml.X—1. Inconel. Inconel X and the “^‘“’^,^^0^. a widely’used nlck- 

low edge cracking.
Several prscl.cs!. meape^.ve yTry^X!
alloy during heating for forging. S^C‘*1_^Jeen jacketed8in low carbon steel prior to heating 
Most of the production work, however, h Jt oxidation and surface contamination. These
and forging to protect the CO\“™ ,Cheating ifvacuum or inert gas atmospheres, thus greatly 
measures obviate the nec588^i ^rmittinl use of straight forward forge shop equipment and

Referring again to Fig 2, it is seen th« JicUs ^d*to thowi
£*ES£S m ^^ry'Xklng ol ilmnium. z.rconlum, — - mor. I-brlcabl. nick.! 

and iron base alloys. roll
The rouehly 1000 pounds of sheet and plate were oood with no evidence of lam-^ulpm.S ’ Surr^qu.l^.^ml.rj—'^''yrScT whieh hiui 
inations such as has plagued the m y ability of the alloy to cold reduce with no stress
this sheet rolling relief treatment. For example, the she«*Pr°‘
relief or, at moat, only one *“*’?J“S|ied from 7/8 inch thick sheet bar to thicknesses as low as 
duction included in Fig 2 was cold rolled from //» men
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WYMAN-GORDON STEAM HAMMER
RATED AT 5000 LB FOR INGOT FORGING
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SINGLE BLOB MOT UFSCT FORGE TEST
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Tube drawing practices have been developed which are capable of production of high quality 
tubing as determined by sensitive nondestructive tests such as ultrasonic reflection, magnet
ic analysis, radiography, and fluorescent penetrant.

Die impress Jan forgings provide another severe test of the practicability of any alloy consid
ered for structural applications. The columbium-one percent zirconium alloy met this test 
on the first attempt, without an expensive, time consuming scale-up program. Based upon 
the knowledge gained on primary ingot conversion to billet, previously described, an attempt 
was made to go directly to the rather complicated, deep draft, circular forgings shown in 
Fig 6. The "as-forged" diameter of these pieces was nearly 12 inches. Using the same tem
peratures (21OOF to 2300F) as previously proven on straight ingot cogging on flat or swaging 
dies, these forgings were produced successfully on the first attempt. The starting billets 
were upset to pancakes, in the case of the ’'beads'*, and then forged in the die to produce the 
shapes shown. The right cylinder was ring rolled from a punched billet and the flange sub
sequently upset in a set of forging dies. All forgings were filled out satisfactorily and showed 
no defects on rigorous nondestructive inspection. These pieces are presently in the semifin
ished machined condition.

—

0.030 inch with no stress relief. Warm rolling (6O0F) has also been done but is not necessa
ry since, unlike molybdenum, chromium, and tungsten, columbium has a very low (less than.
- 180F) ductile-to-brxttle transition temperature, and retains excellent ductility in the fully 
recrystallized state.

Tubing production, as shown in Fig 2. has been proven by the production of 954 pounds of rel
atively Use tubing with normal yields. The total length, represented by this weight, is rough
ly in the range of 4, 000 feet. Considerable product development has gone into this work but 
no serious difficulties have been encountered. Vacuum stress relief annealing equipment, 
available in the case of one prominent producer, has been utilized in processing from tube 
blanks to finished tube sizes.

ipment used in the production of these forgings represented standard shop furnaces, 
and presses. Fig 7 shows a 7700 too press which was used in the production of one 

of the beads. Hammer forging, using a standard 15,000 pound steam hammer, was also em
ployed to gain experience and to compare equipment effects. No special heating equipment was 
used. Protection against oxidation and contamination during heating to 23OOF was provided by 
either ceramic coatings or low carboa steel jackets. The coatings were found to be superior 
ami the jacketing approach was consequently discontinued. Fig 2 summarizes the total forging 
weight thus far successfully produced and indicates the scale of work currently in process.

Finally, wire drawing of the columbium-one percent zirconium alloy has been well established 
during the course of production of several thousand feet of wire for use in welding.
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JOINING
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FORMING AND MACHINING

Another basic capability which must be demonstrated by a structural alloy candidate is good 
weldability. This is required to permit assembly of detailed parts to provide the complex 
configurations needed in structural design.

The columbium-one percent zirconium alloy has proven to be readily weldable using standard 
techniques developed for the joining of titanium, zirconium, and molybdenum. Using an inert 
gas atmosphere, thousands of high quality welds have been made in a variety of section thick
nesses and shapes. Close quality inspection by means of radiographic and fluorescent pene
trant testing has demonstrated that weld quality is very good and rejection rates are similar 
to rates normally anticipated in manual welding operations on stainless steels.

Fig 8 shows a production inert gas weld operation in a "dry box" in the left picture. On the 
right, an experimental welding operation is shown in which the weld is performed in the open, 
using a special argon shielding manifold which floods the welded region with inert gas. Many 
high quality welds have been produced by this method which, of course, eliminates the neces
sity for costly equipment. This development has been highly encouraging thus far and it is 
anticipated that a considerable volume of shop welding will be carried out in this manner.

Brazing of columbium-one percent zirconium to itself as well as to dissimilar metals has 
been done on an experimental production basis in the fabrication of test apparatus . Several 
thousand brazed joints have been made successfully between the columbium alloy and stain
less steels by using standard nickel base braze alloys. A zirconium base braze alloy has 
been developed which is entirely satisfactory for the brazing of the columbium alloy to itself.

The columbium-one percent zirconium alloy has been proven in a wide variety of machine 
shop operations such as drilling, turning, grinding, milling, shaping, and electroatatic cut
ting. Parts have been formed successfully by hydroforming, stamping, shearing, flo-turn
ing. and tube reducing.
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COLUMBIUM ALLOY WELDING TECHNIQUES
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FUSION ARG-WELDING IN
ARGON ATMOSPHERE CHAMBER

SEMI-AUTOMATIC WELDING
USING AN EXPERI MENTAL 

ARGON SHIELDING MANIFOLD
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GENERAL REMARKS
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